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ABSTRACT 

Sound synthesis methods can be interpreted, from a mathe
matical point of view, as a collection of techniques of selecting 
and conceptually organizing elements of a Hilbert space. In this 
sense, mathematics, being a highly structured and sophisticated 
system of classification, modeling and categorization, seems to be 
the natural tool to describe existing synthesis methods and to pro
pose new ones. Because, from this perspective, one can think of 
any available (or theoretically predictable, or imaginable) synthe
sis method as a collection of procedures to deal with meaningful 
parameters, with the term ”synthesis by mathematical models” we 
mean an extensive use of the modeling and categorization power 
of mathematics applied to the world of sounds. 

In this paper we give a few examples of sound synthesis tech
niques, based on mathematical models. After reviewing shortly 
FM synthesis and synthesis by nonlinear distortion, and suggest
ing some, to our advice, interesting open problems, we propose 
two different new methods: synthesis by means of elliptic func
tions and synthesis by means of nowhere (or almostnowhere) dif
ferentiable functions and lacunary series. 

The resulting waveforms have been produced using CSound 
as an audio engine, driven by Python scripts. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A sound synthesis method is mainly an organization technique: 
each method selects a parametrized collection of sounds among 
all the elements of a Hilbert space. To every choice of a frequency 
ν it is naturally associated the Hilbert space of functions of period 
T = 

ν , interpreted as the collection of all possible synthesizable 
sounds with that fundamental frequency. From this point of view, 
a synthesis technique is a selection strategy. FM synthesis, for 
example, selects sounds by means of three parameters: the carrier 
frequency ωc, the modulator frequency ωm and the modulation 
index I. The celebrated formula 

sin(ωct + I sin(ωm t)) = Jk (I) sin(ωct + kωm t) 
k∈Z 

which is at the basis of the FM miracle, allows us to think of an 
FM sound as an element of a Hilbert space H of functions of a 
certain period determined by ωc, ωm, I. When ωm is a multiple 
of ωc, for every value of I the sound produced stays in the same 
Hilbert space of functions of period T = 

ω
1 
c 
. The mathemati

cal model is a curve, for which we propose the name of Bessel 

curve, β : R+ → H defined by β(I) = {Jk (I)}k∈Z. Leaving 
ωc fixed, changing ωm causes your curve wandering around dif
ferent Hilbert spaces, whose period is determined by ωm and I. 
Therefore the complete model of FM synthesis can be interpreted 
geometrically as a surface (the Bessel surface) in a mathemati
cally complicated object, defined as the parametrized family of all 
Hilbert spaces of functions of positive periods. Adding variabil
ity in ωc generates a threedimensional manifold (the Bessel 3D 
manifold.) 

An obvious question to ask is how many sounds you get em
ploying this procedure. Fourier’s theorem essentially says that 
you can produce every possible sound (with a given fundamental 
frequency) by additive synthesis. It is unlikely to expect to ob
tain with just two oscillators (as opposed to infinitely many) the 
same result. In geometrical terms, this would mean that the Bessel 
curve is a spacefilling curve, what for many good reasons we are 
tempted not to believe. Still, the question remains. Experience 
suggests that the number of FM sounds is huge, which is akin to 
say that the Bessel curve goes around a lot. The mathematical 
question is what does a lot mean. Maybe, even if it does not pass 
through every point of the Hilbert space, the Bessel curve might 
eventually pass near each. Then the question becomes what does 
near mean. Analogous questions can be asked for the Bessel sur
face and the Bessel 3D manifolds. We think of these as interesting 
open problems. 

More generally. FM synthesis can be seen as an example of 
nonlinear distortion. You take a sound (the carrier) and you mod
ulate it with the help of a function (the modulator). The abstract 
framework is to take a function f : R R, and define a non→
linear operator f̃ : H H by the obvious formula [f̃(s)](t) = →
f(s(t)), ∀s ∈ H. Taking into account some technical hypotheses 
on the function f, which we are not going to discuss here, this pro
vides you with a good (in some suitable sense) nonlinear operator 
on the Hilbert space H (mathematicians call it a Nemytski opera
tor.) FM modulators are an example, others are Chebishev polyno
mials and operators defined in terms of finite summation formulas. 
Here again, there is a vast amount of puremathematical questions 
to be answered, which are likely to be meaningful for the world 
of synthesis. Are there other examples of Nemitsky operators with 
a predictable behaviour from a spectral point of view? In mathe
matical terms, can you describe the action of some Nemytski op
erators via the action on some bases of the Hilbert space? Maybe 
bases others than Fourier’s, like Bessel’s or Gabor’s or wavelets, 
or whatever. Or: what happens if you perturb a nicebehaved oper
ator (like, for example, a Chebyshev polynomial?) And so on. We 
think of these as a sample of many interesting (very) open prob
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lems. 
In this paper we propose two examples of sound synthesis 

methods based on wellknown and highly developed pieces of math
ematical knowledge, the theory of elliptic functions and the the
ory of lacunary series, with its cornucopia of nowhere or almost
nowhere differentiable functions. 

Elliptic functions are complex functions of a complex vari
able, doublyperiodic and meromorphic. Doubleperiodicity is the 
main reason of interest for the synthesis of sounds. The class of 
doublyperiodic functions contains as a particular case the class of 
simplyperiodic ones. But, as is frequently the case in mathemat
ics, the passage from real to complex world allows the discovery 
of deep relations within objects, invisible from a onedimensional 
perspective. Think, as a perspicuous metaphor, of the relations be
tween trigonometric functions and the exponential, which demand 
the introduction of complex numbers to become apparent. One 
of the most important results of the theory is that any two elliptic 
functions are connected by an algebraic relation. This is patently 

z z efalse for simplyperiodic functions: think of e and e . The im
plications are that you can, in principle, transform any sound into 
any other by manipulating a few coefficients of two polynomials. 
Also, as a consequence, you can express any elliptic function as 
a rational function of some chosen simple ones, which play, so to 
say, the role of a basis, the most historically established choice be
ing that of the Weierstrass ℘ and its derivative ℘�. Meromorphy, 
which is the cause of the beautiful formulas, brings in singulari
ties. In an expressive way (see [4]), one could say that noise is the 
price one has to pay in order to have an algebra of sounds. But 
noise appears in a very controlled and structured manner. Sounds 
produced by elliptic functions are very rich, the richness coming 
from the fine structure of the spectrum produced by the existence 
of singularities. 

The interest for synthesis of continuous nowhere and almost
nowhere differentiable functions lies in the fact that their graph is 
incredibly jagged. Again, this gives rise to interesting sounds. The 
surprising fact is that this wild behaviour can be described very 
simply in terms of Fourier coefficients. Here are two examples, 
discussed later on: 

R(x) = 
∞� 1 

k2 
sin(k2 x) (1) 

k=1 

which is called the Riemann function, and 

W (x) = 
∞� 

a k cos(bk πx) (2) 
k=0 

0 < a < 1, b > 1 ab > 1 + 3π/2, b an odd integer, which is 
the Weierstrass function. In both cases one has gaps between the 
frequencies of two adjacent terms of the series (the reason these se
ries are called lacunary), gaps which increase as k becomes larger. 
Here the situation seems to be opposite with respect to the former 
case. While spectra of sounds produced by elliptic functions are 
very rich, due to the presence of zones with a high density of spec
tral lines, in this case the spectral lines are sparse. Still, the philos
ophy is the same: to produce a large organized class of interesting 
sounds, by manipulating few wellunderstood parameters. At the 
end of the paper, we reproduce the image a simple interface in 
CSound to play around with lacunary series and to experiment the 
dramatical changes in timbre due to small variations in the param
eters. The CSound files, plus an archive of sounds, waveforms, 
spectra, Python scripts and Mathematica notebooks related to the 

items discussed in this article can be downloaded from the site 
http://www.musicainaudita.it. 

2. COMPUTATION AND SOUND SYNTHESIS 

All the waveforms described in this article have been computed 
using Python and CSound. The main strategy is to perform all 
the computations using free software available for different plat
forms (to have a tight control both at computation and rendering 
level). The idea to couple an audio engine (the acoustic compiler 
CSound) with a scripting language (Python) is motivated by our 
main goal: high flexibility and efficiency, together with high qual
ity audio files. 

Among the possible choices of acoustic compilers and script
ing languages, there were many reasons to choose Python and 
CSound. First of all, CSound is free and available for all plat
forms. Its file format (a couple of ASCII files, named Orchestra 
and Score) is a well known standard with thousands of users spread 
around the world. Finally Csound could run offline on a personal 
computer, on a workstation or even on a linux cluster. 

About the scripting languages, our interest was addressed to 
Python, since it is free, crossplatform and objectoriented. Python 
allows in natural way the creation of efficient and easytomaintain 
software environment; moreover, it allows the integration into web
sites, using CGI. 

Python has been used to produce the right CSound files to 
drive the acoustic compiler, according to the mathematical model 
taken into account. In some cases, thanks to the mathematical 
libraries available (math for usual trigonometry and cmath for 
complex analysis), it has been used to quickly develop numerical 
calculation packages to compute actual values of the audio sam
ples. After the computations, Python scripts prepare the score and 
orchestra files to generate the waveform according to the sampled 
values obtained. In a certain sense, we can say that CSound is 
playing the role of digitaltoanalog converter. 

In other situations (for examples, when computing with the 
Riemann and Weierstrass nowhere differentiable functions), audio 
files have been created by CSound by additive synthesis. In this 
case Python has been used to set up the instrument, using CSound 
opcodes. 

Coupling an acoustic engine and a scripting language which 
includes a complex and wide set of math libraries, opens up a wide 
range of possibilities, which run from algorithmic composition us
ing CSound instruments and scores, to the complete lowlevel con
trol of audio samples. 

Sound synthesis by mathematical models becomes, in this way, 
the combination of two well distinct activities, each of them per
formed by an optimized system: numerical calculations (using 
Python scripts) and sound production (CSound). The two phases 
could be carried on independently, even at different times and on 
different platforms. 

3. SYNTHESIS BY MEANS OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 

3.1. Elliptic functions 

Synthesis by means of twovariables functions has been investi
gated in many different ways (see, e.g., [1], [2]) since the pioneer
ing article of Mitsuhashi ([3]). The usual point of view is to choose 
a surface, a closed curve (orbit) on the surface, and to produce a 
waveform sampling the function on the curve. Orbits play a very 
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important role in nvariable synthesis, their shape and geometrical 
characteristics affecting the final waveform. Closed orbits return 
periodic waveforms and open orbits (such as spirals) seem to be a 
promising tool to explore timeevolving sounds. 

With respect to the existing literature, we decided to use com
plex functions of a complex variable, as opposed to real functions 
of two real variables. The main reason for this choice, alluded 
to already in the Introduction, is that complex analysis is a very 
rich and successful mathematical theory, with a strong tendency to 
bring to the surface unseen relations between real objects and to 
organize sparse arguments in a very articulated structure. 

Let us come to the definitions. 
A function f : C → C ∪ {∞} is doubly periodic with periods 

ω1 and ω2 if ω1 and ω2 are linearly independent over R and if 
f(z + ω1) = f(z) = f(z + ω2) for all z ∈ C. An elliptic 
function is a meromorphic doubly periodic function. For ω1 and 
ω2 fixed, the corresponding elliptic functions form a field. The 
parallelogram with vertices 0, ω1, ω2, ω1 +ω2 containing the sides 
adjacent to the origin, but not containing the other two, is called 
the fundamental parallelogram Π. Being periodic with respect to 
the lattice L in the complex plane defined by the periods, one can 
think of elliptic functions as functions on the torus C/L. This has 
not only the structure of a twodimensional smooth manifold, but 
also an intrinsic structure of a Riemann surface, determined by the 
periods ω1 and ω2 . Varying the periods you get a different complex 
structure on the same (on a topologically equivalent) underlying 
real torus. You associate sounds to elliptic functions with the same 
method as in every ndimensional synthesis: you choose a closed 
curve on the torus and restrict the function to the curve to obtain 
a couple of periodic waveforms, the real and imaginary parts. It 
is tempting to think of the couple as a stereophonic sound, and try 
to create auditory images of complex analysis. Anyway you can 
enjoy the freedom to experiment with any algebraic (or even non
algebraic, for that matter) combination of the two. It is worthy 
to point out that, as opposed to the real case, you do not have a 
single sound associated to a function and a closed curve, but an 
infinite family. Of course, the shape of the chosen closed curve 
plays also a dominant role in the sonic results. To begin with, one 
can distinguish between two big families: shrinkable curves and 
nonshrinkable (curves which wind around the holes of the torus.) 
Within the former class, the meaningful distinction seems to be 
between curves which go around a pole (and how many times), and 
curves which do not. In the latter class the meaningful parameter 
is probably the number of tours the curve makes around a hole 
(winding number). The simplest family of curves of the second 
class are helices, obtained by projecting on the torus C/L straight 
lines in the complex planes. Extensive experimentations have been 
carried on, using the slope (which affects the winding number in a 
readable way) as a varying parameter. We refer again to the quoted 
site of Musica Inaudita for the records. 

There is an entire zoology of famous elliptic functions, con
nected to each other by a variety of wellknown (and less well
known) formulas. We refer to [5] and [6] for an extensive treat
ment of the subject. In this paper we give just one example, the 
Weierstrass ℘, defined as follows: 

1 � 1 1 
℘(z) = 

2 
+

(z − ω)2 
− 

ω2 
(3) 

z
ω∈L� 

where the sum is taken over the set of all nonzero periods, de
noted by L�. This series converges uniformly on compact sets not 
including the lattice points. What makes elliptic functions so in

teresting for audio synthesis is the fact, already recorded in the 
Introduction, that you can describe any of them in terms of some 
chosen collection of special functions. Electing, as we did, the 
Weierstrass function as our main character, the significant theorem 
becomes: 

Theorem. Any even elliptic function is a rational 
function of ℘. Any elliptic function f can be written 
uniquely in the form 

f(z) = g(℘(z)) + ℘�h(℘(z)) 

where g and hare rational functions. 

The existence of such a result permits a systematic exploration 
of the sound quality of different elliptic functions, exploiting the 
different possible formulas. To fix the ideas, one can study the 
additive synthesis formulas offered by the theorem, starting with 
℘ and ℘�, and producing rational functions of increasing degree in 
℘ and ℘�: 

℘(z) + ℘�(z)℘(z) 
℘2 (z) + ℘�(z)℘(z) 
℘2 (z) + ℘�(z)℘2(z) 
℘2 (z) + ℘�(z)(℘2(z) + ℘(z)) 
. . . 

+℘(z)+1 ℘n(z) + ℘�(z) ℘
r (z)+℘r−1 (z)+···

+℘(z)+1 ℘s (z)+℘s−1 (z)+···
. . . 

3.2. Sound synthesis 

Audio samples obtained using elliptic functions have been gener
ated by CSound using the sampled values calculated by a Python 
script. For the computations, we used the following formula which 
expresses Weierstrass’s ℘as the sum of an infinite series 

2 1 2 (z−2kω2 )℘(z) = 
4
π
ω2 
1 
− + ∞ csc π

3 k=−∞ �2ω1 

2 (kω2 )csc πk=−∞,k=0 ω1
− ∞

�

Thanks to the complex analysis Python libraries, all the com
putations have been performed without any need for external pro
grams or resources. The same script has been used to first compute 
the values of the elliptic functions, at regular steps, on the given 
orbit, and then to produce a couple of score and orchestra files, 
processed by CSound and converted into an audio file. 

The revolution frequency of the orbit has been chosen in the 
audio range, namely 440 Hz, to have a perceivable audio signal: 

x = cos(440 2πt), y = sin(440 2πt) (4) 

In Figures 15 we list some waveforms obtained from Weierstrass’s 
℘, using different closed orbits. 

4. SYNTHESIS BY MEANS OF CONTINUOUS 
NOWHERE DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS 

AND LACUNARY SERIES 

4.1. Introduction 

In the previous Section we have presented a sound synthesis tech
nique articulated in two phases: sample computing and sound re
alization (or better, conversion, since CSound works in this case as 
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Figure 1: Waveform of �℘ calculated on the circular orbit x = 
cos(440 2πt), y = sin(440 2πt) 

Figure 2: Waveform from �℘ calculated on the open orbit x = 
sin(440 2πt), y = t(1 + cos(4402πt)) 

Figure 3: Waveform from �℘ calculated on the open orbit x = 
sin(440 2πt), y = t(1 + cos(440 2πt)) 

Figure 4: Waveform from �℘ calculated on the open orbit x = t, 
y = 3t (helix) 

Figure 5: Waveform from �℘ calculated on the open orbit x = t, 
y = 50t (helix) 

a digitaltoanalog converter). For the sound generation procedure 
described in this Section we take full advantage of the capacities of 
CSound as an additive synthesizer. We again used Python scripts 
to prepare the Csound instruments, adding the right number of el
ementary oscillators (described by the oscil opcode) taking into 
account the frequency and amplitude relations. Once more, the 
main advantage in using this kind of organization is a high flex
ibility and the possibility to easily create a collection of CSound 
orchestras and scores, according to a certain principle (performing 
a systematic exploration of a parameter) and then run all the sound 
processing together afterwards. 

4.2. The Riemann function 

The Riemann function R : R R is defined as follows (we →
refer to [7] for an accurate description of the world of nowhere 
differentiable functions): 

R(x) = 
∞

1 
sin(k2 x) (5)

k2 
k=1 

The Riemann function R is continuous on all of R but dif
ferentiable only on a set of points of measure zero (i.e. R is non 
differentiable on a dense subset of R.) 

It has been proved, by Gerver [8] [9], Hardy [10] and Smith 
[11], that, despite the fact that R is almost nowhere differentiable, 
it has a finite derivative at points of the form: 

2p + 1 1 
x0 = π , p, q ∈ Z R(x0) = − (6)

2q + 1 2 

It might be interesting to observe that the values of R can be 
explicitly computed at the numbers x = p/q, p, q ∈ Z: 

� � q−1 sin k2 pπ 
π � � 

qp
R = � (7) 

q 4q2 kπ 
k=1 sin2

2q 

4.3. The Weierstrass function 

The Weierstrass function was the first published example of a con
tinuous nowhere differentiable function (1875): 

∞
kW (x) = a cos(bk πx) (8) 

k=0 

0 < a < 1, b > 1 ab > 1 + 3π/2, b an odd integer. 
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Figure 6: Waveform obtained from Riemann’s Rfunction. 

Figure 7: Waveform obtained from Weierstrass’s W (a = 0.5, 
b = 5). 

4.4. A graphical interface for lacunary series 

Both Riemann’s and Weierstrass’s functions are examples of the 
large class of functions defined by convergent lacunary series. Let 
{nk } (k ∈ N) be a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers 
such that nk+1/nk > q > 1. The series 

∞

ank e ink t (9) 
k=1 

is called lacunary. 
Under suitable conditions on coefficients and frequencies (Hardy 

conditions) the lacunary series converge rapidly, offering the possi
bility to easily obtain interesting sonic results even using a limited 
number of oscillators. In this Section we discuss an implemen
tation of an interactive interface for sound synthesis by means of 
lacunary series using eight oscillators. 

The formula which describes the waveforms obtainable with 
this software tool is 

8

an sin(n k 2πft) (10) 
n=1 

Figure 8: CSound interface to explore the lacunary Fourier series 
with 8 oscillators. 

Figure 9: Waveform corresponding to the lacunary Fourier series 
corresponding to the configuration of Figure 8. 

The interface has been developed using MacCsound [12] by Matt 
Ingalls. The eight sliders on the left act on the Fourier coefficients 
a1, . . . , a8 . The sliders on the right (labeled, respectively as expo
nent and basefrequency) act in a selfexplanatory way. The choice 
k = 1 gives a full Fourier series. Choosing an integer > 1 gives 
rise to lacunas in the spectrum. One can experiment in real time 
the enrichment of the sound produced by the migration of the eight 
spectral components towards the high frequencies. Figure 8 shows 
a screenshot of the program while running and the Figure 9 dis
plays the waveform obtained from the parameters corresponding 
to the slider configuration of Figure 8. A last word on the slider k. 
The slider moves continuously and therefore passes through every 
(ideally) real number, while the symbol k appearing in the formula 
stands for natural numbers. So, this little toy produces much more 
than sounds obtained by lacunary series. In fact the action obtained 
on a sound taking real exponents might be described as a nonlinear 
distortion, defined on a basis of the Hilbert space of functions with 
the chosen base frequency. This is related to the regular transfor
mations defined by MacAdams [13]. To our advice, it seems a very 
interesting subject to investigate. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed two (as far as we know) new methods of synthe
sis, based on mathematical models. Our belief is that the param
eters, which are significant for the synthesis are also meaningful 
from a puremathematical point of view. The hope is that, once 
the correspondence synthesismathematics established, the whole 
organizing power of mathematical theories can be applied to ob
tain an analogous conceptual frame by which interpreting sounds. 
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